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Utah State Board of Education
Policy Request / Business Case Request
2023 General Session

Agency:  UTAH STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

Program or Request Title: Statewide Online Education
Program Business Case - Small Schools
Summary of Request: The Statewide Online Education Program (SOEP) lacks

sufficient funding for services to Small Schools (53F-4-518), disincentivizing disclosure of
opportunities to students; relative to small budgets, instructional costs of participation
disincentivize participation by LEAs wary of lowering class size and heightening per-pupil
instructional costs more broadly.

What is the nature of your request?
Select one:
❏ POLICY REQUEST – You are seeking changes to Utah State Code to improve your

program/services.
❏ BUSINESS CASE – You are seeking new or additional financial resources to support a

program/service for education.
❏ BOTH POLICY and BUSINESS – You are proposing a new program or expansion of an

existing program that will require new/amended state code and financial resources.

Questions?  Please contact:
Dale Frost (dale.frost@schools.utah.gov) for questions related to a business
case/funding request and
Angie Stallings (angie.stallings@schools.utah.gov) for questions related to a policy
request.

USBE Lead Point of Contact:
Name: Dr. Cory Kanth
Email Address: cory.kanth@schools.utah.gov
Phone Number: Office: 801-538-7660 Cell: 801-598-9824
USBE Section: Teaching & Learning

Additional USBE points of contact (as needed):
Name: Cathy Gray
Email Address: cathy.gray@schools.utah.gov
Phone Number: Office: 801-538-7830 Cell: 801-450-5768
USBE Section: Teaching & Learning

If you are already working with a policymaker or member of USBE leadership on this request,
identify them below: Dr. Jennifer Throndsen
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POLICY REQUEST
This section only needs to be completed if you are making a policy request (creating or changing
existing Utah Code language).

1. Section(s) of State Code to be addressed (if none, insert “N/A”):

53F-4-518

2. Describe the issues or concerns the legislation will address:
Barriers to access and discrimination exist regarding Small Schools (defined in statute as schools
enrolling under 1,000 students, K-12). Small Schools experience budgetary constraints
discouraging program participation,  and limiting access to college and career readiness
coursework without the aid of this program.

In allocating ongoing funds for this purpose in the 2022 Legislative Session, the legislature
sought to support Small Schools’ ability to offer college and career readiness courses to 9-12th
grade students. Ongoing funding is projected to be insufficient to meet demand, disincentivizing
SOEP utilization by these schools.

The Utah State Board of Education (USBE) asks that the Legislature increase ongoing funding
commensurate with service needs to equalize access to students handicapped by a lack of access
to college and career readiness courses.

3. Describe the history of the issues or concerns including relevant context and timelines:

Coverage of service cost extended (2022 HB417S1) to Small Schools (public schools
enrolling less than 1,000 pupils including high school students) is intended to eliminate
the deduction of instructional costs from existing Minimum School Program funding, for
courses provided through the Statewide Online Education Program. Small Schools
funding is fixed and ongoing, and demand for services is anticipated to exceed the
ongoing appropriation, disincentivizing use of this program  and the existing
appropriation.

Funding was premised on near-zero historic participation by schools under 500 students.
Stakeholders report that promotion of SOEP opportunities is problematic where student
populations are low except where a commitment to full cost coverage exists. Service
costs disincentivize use by diminishing instructional funding without commensurate
ability to reduce instructional costs available to larger LEAs/schools through a reduction
in class size and course offerings.  Class size reduction is not feasible among schools with
a small teaching staff spread among multiple areas, given the relative expense and
difficulty of attracting and retaining properly endorsed staff, particularly in rural areas.
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4. What are the suggested legislative solutions? Include code references and suggested
language where possible:

To address this  inequity, staff recommends an increase in ongoing Small Schools funding to meet
anticipated course demand for students attending Small Schools.

In addition to an increase in ongoing funding, equity may be supported with a statutory
provision ensuring that funding will match demand. A mechanism similar to that used to fund
Educator Salary Adjustments (ESA) (53F-2-405(7)) - where current year needs in a subsequent
year - could be utilized. The ESA program also limits coverage of benefits, a method of scaling
costs similar to limits on course credits existing in SOEP statute.

5. What data needs to be collected to support this potential legislation? Include whether
this data is currently collected and available:

Small School: Small School service costs have been roughly zero, historically. There has
been hesitancy to promote the program by small schools. Service costs exceed the cost
of less regulated options. Budgetary concerns incentivize less regulated options outside
of the public school system, and thus we have no data on historical program usage.

We estimate service cost by extrapolating from the percentage of eligible public school
students utilizing the program statewide, 2%. We roughly double the percentage of
participating students (given the far greater lack of college and career-readiness courses
taught by properly endorsed staff at small and rural schools) to 5%. We take 5% of
eligible students (39,788 students were eligible in school year 2021-2022), and
multiply this times the average number of courses taken by public school students (3.4),
and the average price of SOEP courses ($775 in school year 2021-2022). We estimate
this demand at the highest cost of courses ($992 in school year 2022-2023), for
comparison. 2023-2024 Cost will not be known until the close of the FY2023 Legislative
Session.

5% of 39,788

students
High cost. 4 Total

Existing

Appropriation
Need

1,989 992 4 courses $7,893,939 $(681,600) $ 7,212,339
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5%of 39,788

students

Average

Cost
4 Total

Existing

Appropriation
Need

1,989 775 4 courses $6,167,140 $(681,600) $5,485,540

*Computed cost is in addition to existing ongoing Small School  funding of $681,600.
Added funding will  improve the quality of instructional services to small schools by
increasing financial support to schools disadvantaged by lack of economies of scale, low
revenue bases, and high service costs due to high proportions of socioeconomically
-disadvantaged (low socioeconomic status or “SES”) students. SOEP access includes
college and career readiness courses taught by properly endorsed educators.

Small schools are currently incentivized to utilize vendors placing students nominally in
enrollment at participating schools to receive full funding under the Minimum School
Program, in return for a contractually-negotiated portion of that funding being given to
the vendor. The vendor (a) provides online coursework in an unregulated fashion
without the full range or legally mandated safeguards for students, and (b) is reported to
reimburse parents for self-supplied curriculum. If SOEP costs are perceived by
administrators to exceed those of the contractual percentage paid to a vendor, SOEP is
not the chosen alternative due to cost concerns. However, the result is that students
received less regulated service and content.

BUSINESS CASE
This section only needs to be completed if you are seeking new or additional funding.

1. Amount Requested:

Funding Source - Amount $7,212,339

FY 2023 one-time funding 0

FY 2024 one-time funding

FY 2024 ongoing funding
$ 7,212,339 on-going to cover projected

Small School service in excess of existing

on-going funding (Education Fund)
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Establishment of a permanent funding
mechanism ensuring appropriated
funding is sufficient to meet Small School
service cost in any particular year is
recommended.

TOTAL funding requested $7,212,339 + increase based on
enrollment (on-going)

2. Describe how the business case supports the goals and metrics of the USBE Strategic
Plan.

This business case supports the Board’s Strategic Goal of ensuring that each student and
educator has access to personalized teaching and learning experiences. It increases
systemic capacity to allow each student and access to personalized learning experiences,
and promotes new school system models for personalized learning implementation, and
equitable access to highly effective teachers. It empowers LEAs to broaden offerings of
college and career-readiness coursework.

3. Identify how the business case aligns with specific action steps within Strategic Priority
#2 (Education innovation and investment) of the One Utah Roadmap.

This business case supports the “ONE UTAH Roadmap” strategic priorities of: (1) Equality
and Opportunity, (2) Rural matters, (3) Education Innovation and Investment and (4)
Economic Advancement.

4. Explain how the business case advances the Board’s mission of “creating equitable
conditions for student success: advocating for necessary resources, developing policy,
and providing effective oversight and support.”

Utilizing existing infrastructure, this business case promotes equitable access to high
quality digital curriculum, personalized learning  and choice The focus of this business
case is to create equity for rural schools and other small schools with limited resources
to supply quality digital and career and college-ready coursework.

5. Which populations or geographic areas will benefit most from this request? What
safeguards will be implemented to prevent inequities or other unintended
distributional consequences as it relates to this request?
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Populations or Geographic Areas: Students residing in rural areas benefit relatively most
from Small Schools funding. Rural students are often of low socioeconomic status.
Students attending small charter schools experience disadvantage given limited
economies of scale.

USBE Data demonstrates that, in the 2021-2022 school year, Utah Small Schools
averaged 31% economically disadvantaged students. These schools ranged from 3-100%
economically disadvantaged students.

According to the US Census Bureau (Martin, 2018), rural areas are defined as all
population, housing and territory not included within an urbanized area or urban cluster.
Census blocks are identified as rural if they have a density of less than 1,000 people per
square mile. “Completely rural” counties have 100 percent of the population living in
rural areas, while “mostly rural” counties have at least 50 percent of the population
living in rural areas. Lastly, “mostly urban” counties have populations where more than
50 percent of the population lives in urban areas. On average “mostly urban” counties
are characterized by over 75% of households having a subscription to broadband
internet while the average county classified as “mostly rural” has a household
subscription rate of approximately 67%, and the average “completely rural” county has a
subscription rate of 65%. Nationally, poverty rates of fully rural communities ranged
from 2.6% (Utah’s Morgan County had the lowest rate in the nation) to 52%. Across all
counties, those that were mostly urban were often among those with the highest
median household income. Community wealth affects assessed property values and
numbers of students needing additional services. High transportation costs and
“necessarily existent schools'' also affect rural school budgets negatively.

6. Which stakeholders have you engaged and coordinated with during the development
of this request?

This request is the result of stakeholder consultation through working groups arranged
at the request of Stakeholders; groups include School District Superintendents and other
administrators.

7. Summarize the current budget for the project or program that is being funded. If this is
a new project or program, summarize resources that are available for like-objectives
within USBE.

No new program is being established.
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This request seeks an increase in ongoing funding. and, prospectively, sufficient funding
to serve students attending small schools.

8. What problems would be solved with the additional funding? (Provide details and
sources on any research or analysis that supports the evidence-basis for this request or
the associated program such as a cost benefit analysis, program evaluation, results from
a pilot program, etc.)

CivilRights Data Collection Data (most recently compiled 2018) disclose Utah Schools
enrolling less than 1,000 students are less likely than more populous schools to offer
Advanced Placement coursework. Like many schools nationally, Utah’s small schools are
less likely to  have properly endorsed teachers enabling them to offer advanced
mathematics courses (trigonometry, trigonometry/algebra, trigonometry/analytic
geometry, trigonometry/mathematics analysis, analytic geometry, mathematics analysis,
mathematics analysis/analytic geometry, probability and statistics, and pre-calculus) or
advanced science courses (physics, chemistry and biology). SOEP offers all of these
courses, taught by Utah-licensed properly-endorsed teachers.

9. Provide an itemized budget, including revenue and expenditure sources, for how the
funding will be utilized.

Funding Source(s):

Program Name

Cost Category FY 2023 FY 2024

Personnel Services $ $

Travel/In State $ $

Travel/Out State $ $

Current Expenses $ $

Data Processing Current Expenses $ $

Data Processing Capital Outlay $ $

Capital Outlay $ $
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Other Charges/Pass Through $ $

Transfers $ $

Other - Pass Through $ $7,212,339

Total $ $7,212,339

   

USBE FTEs FY 2023 FY 2024

USBE FTEs $0 $0

10. To what extent is this request scalable? Articulate the impacts if lower funding
amounts were provided for this request.

Small School service: Small School service depends on both statute and budget. Small
School service may be covered to any extent chosen, recognizing that lowering cost
coverage will dis-incentivize participation by rural and small schools, particularly schools
enrolling under 500 students

Small schools may utilize the program using existing Minimum School Program funding,
but schools enrolling under 500 students have historically chosen not to publicize this
option aggressively due to a perceived high cost in relation to alternatives.

11. What has been done or considered to address this problem with existing resources,
instead of requesting additional state funding?

SOEP options for small school populations are not aggressively publicized, especially
among schools of less than 500 students. Small schools tend to adopt more inexpensive
commercial options, which are neither regulated, geared toward excess and access, or
clearly supportive of mastery of Utah core standards. USBE has attempted to improve
guidance regarding vendor oversight, and responsibilities for services to students:

R277-115
R277-419

12. Are there any future funding obligations (operations and maintenance, multi-year
scale up, etc.) created by this request? What are the long-term funding or policy needs
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for this project or program outside the current budget window of two years? How
should the state prepare to address these longer-term needs?

No such restrictions or obligations are applicable.

13. What value will these additional resources create for Utah and how will this value be
measured? List the performance measure(s) that will be used to track outcomes for
this business case.

Outcomes are tracked under existing Program Statute (53F-4-511); this business case
expands existing appropriations. No additional  accountability tools are called for.

14. Is this request related to an effort to streamline, modernize, or innovate state
government? If so, describe how this request furthers those efforts.

This request is not related to an effort to streamline, modernize, or innovate state
government.

References:

Martin, M. (2018). For the First Time, Census Bureau Data Show Impact of Geography, Income

on Broadband Internet Access. US Census Bureau.
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